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The Notorious Hackers are Back  

You Must have Heard about me on 
news, headlines, Gov. charges, blogs, 
blah blah 

YES, ISRAEL MOFOS got STAMPED 
by PAKISTANI LEETS. 
Why we have wasted our time to Roast your fucking Ass ?  

Just because let us convey our message 

I am writing on the behalf of all Pakistani and all Muslims  

DAMN you ISREAL  

So, what you reap from that war except the destruction and devastation of your life !!  
You only made a palestinian generation more stronger, more ruthless and more valor!  

Because you are mentally retarded people because you do not learn from your 
mistakes, 
and from mistakes of those who preceded you of your pigs!  

Your war on Gaza will make you cry blood and let the next few days prove that to 
you ! .... 

And let know that the possible options before the Zionist soldier entered Gaza are four 
options, no more! 

1- Either will be killed 2- or will be captivated 3- or will be handicapped 4- or will be 
mentally ill  

~ Our last words to all fucking Israelis and fucking Jews !! ~  

We Muslims are people who love to drink bloods. And we learn that the taste of your 
blood is delicious !! We swear by ALLAH,  
we will come to you like hungry lions, cut your bodies, roast your Asses, and rip what 
remaining of you. But who fall in our hands of your soldiers, we will throw him to our 
children to play him as a hungry cat. 



BIG FUCK Goes to your Fucking Spokesman !! :D "The ministry's computer division 
will continue to block the millions of cyber attacks," Steinitz said. "We are enjoying 
the fruits of our investment in recent years in developing computerized defence 
systems."  

LMAO ? You Enjoyed huh ? FUCK U ISRAEL and FUCK your those lamers 
Security Administrators !!  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 

We are L33t Pakistani H4x0rZ  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 

[#] Greets: KhantastiC HaXoR | H4x0rL1f3 | InvectuS | Shadow008 | 
Dr.Z0mbie | b0x | 
 Sho0ter | AL.MaX HaCkEr | 3xp1r3 Cyber Army | Pakistan Cyber Army | 
ALL Palestinian Brothers And Sisters | All Muslims 
 
[#] Contact: LeeTHaxor@Y7Mail.Com & H4x0rL1f3@Gmail.Com & 
ZombiE_KsA@hotmail.com 
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